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Negligence offset system is an intensive system in tort, and is often applied in 
compensation field in practice, the system plays an important role in tort. Because that 
people have different understanding on the negligence offset system in different 
countries, it leads to lots of debates in theoretical studies, and it also leads to the 
difference in legislation. In China, the legislation on negligence offset system is 
unsubstantial, in theoretical field the knowledge on the system is just on the transition 
from “mixed fault” system from negligence offset system, there are kinds of opinions 
and theories on the application field, applicative limitation and applicative measure, 
criterion of the negligence offset system. This article pays attention to the application 
of negligence offset in the field of no-fault liability, and on the basis of relevant 
theory of negligence offset, analyzing the necessity and basis of the application of 
negligence offset in the field of no-fault liability, furthermore, analyzing the 
applicative limitation of negligence offset in the field of no-fault liability, and 
analyzing the main confusion in practice, at last, advance the design on how to perfect 
the system. 
Besides preface and conclusion, this article can be divided into four chapters: 
Chapter 1, “concept and theoretical basis of negligence offset system”, 
introduces the concept of the negligence offset system. By comparing negligence 
offset system with faultiness, mixed fault, interruption of causality, offset between 
profit and loss, reveal the character of negligence offset system. And approach 
relevant theoretical basis of the system. 
Chapter 2, “application of negligence offset system in the field of no-fault 
liability”. Firstly, on the brief introduction of the debates on the application of 
negligence offset system in the field of no-fault liability, the author shows her own 
opinions and reasons to solve the problem that whether the system should be applied. 
Secondly, discusses the applicative limitation of negligence offset, and analyzing the 
specialty of the application of negligence offset system in the field of no-fault liability. 
Thirdly, on the introduction of the relevant rules of foreign countries on how to apply 
the negligence offset system in the field of no-fault liability to advance my opinion, 















Chapter 3, “analysis on the confusion of practice”, summarizes the confusion 
arising in practice on the application of negligence offset system in the field of 
no-fault liability, including cognizance criterion on fault degree, measure of 
negligence offset, criterion of negligence offset, and by the analysis and 
argumentation on those problems, advancing the ideas on how to solve the problem. 
 Chapter 4, “constitution and perfection of the negligence offset system”, 
combining with confusion and settlement in practice, advancing the ideas on how to 
perfect the negligence offset system in China: in the field of legislation, to 
substantiate the relevant content of the negligence offset system and improve the 
maneuverability of the rules; to construct the model that the code should be supported 
by statute and judicial explanation. In field of justice, must to unite the operating 
regulations as soon as possible and must be combined with theoretical field closely. 
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从大陆法传统的立法看，1896 年的《德国民法典》第 254 条规定：“损害发
生时，受害人的过错共同起了作用的，赔偿义务和须给予的赔偿的范围取决于诸
如损害在多大程度上主要由一方或另一方引起等情况。”②1898 年的《日本民法
典》第 722 条第 2 款规定“受害人有过失时，法院可以斟酌其情事，确定损害赔
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